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cinematography- it is an endearing, must watch movie. the acting is admirable, but the acting is not allowed to create magic. whether its rana daggubati's smile, lakshmi manchu's
wit, the dad's dotting face or the son's dreamy face. none is allowed to make a lasting impression. prabhu deva is certainly a passionate filmmaker, but his passion is not very

strong. its like he did an acting course and then came up with a film that he wanted to make. all his effort is to make this entertaining. he doesn't try. more effort is required. the
comedy- very well executed. the jokes are witty and very well written. but the humour falls flat. the item numbers- mostly a waste of time. midway through the film, everyone gets
a song and dances in a routine. if you take it for granted that it was choreographed, then all the better. but, the choreographer is not even credited. also, if the actors took the total
liberty of the floor, why don't they take their clothes off? why in the world did they take off their sunglasses? if someone wants to get into the spirit of the song, they are expected to
do so with bare face. prabhudheva has done the impossible and rescued this half-baked mess from being a total disaster. the film is utterly forgettable and the biggest headache is
how much it says 'ima yum bhum bahaaj phula hai' in 2 minutes and 50 seconds. knowing that, i could have kept watching the film just to see shruti haasan's boobs in tight tops
and wonder what she was thinking while thinking herself a feminist. in that light, it could have just been a milk commercial. but, as such, there is an opportunity here for other

filmmakers to learn.
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cinematography- it is an endearing, must watch movie. the acting is admirable, but the acting is not
allowed to create magic. whether its rana daggubati's smile, lakshmi manchu's wit, the dad's dotting
face or the son's dreamy face. none is allowed to make a lasting impression. prabhu deva is certainly
a passionate filmmaker, but his passion is not very strong. its like he did an acting course and then

came up with a film that he wanted to make. all his effort is to make this entertaining. he doesn't try.
more effort is required. the comedy- very well executed. the jokes are witty and very well written.

but the humour falls flat. the item numbers- mostly a waste of time. midway through the film,
everyone gets a song and dances in a routine. if you take it for granted that it was choreographed,

then all the better. but, the choreographer is not even credited. also, if the actors took the total
liberty of the floor, why don't they take their clothes off? why in the world did they take off their

sunglasses? if someone wants to get into the spirit of the song, they are expected to do so with bare
face. prabhudheva has done the impossible and rescued this half-baked mess from being a total

disaster. the film is utterly forgettable and the biggest headache is how much it says 'ima yum bhum
bahaaj phula hai' in 2 minutes and 50 seconds. knowing that, i could have kept watching the film just
to see shruti haasan's boobs in tight tops and wonder what she was thinking while thinking herself a
feminist. in that light, it could have just been a milk commercial. but, as such, there is an opportunity

here for other filmmakers to learn. 5ec8ef588b
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